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This paper describes the importance of Euclidean geometry for the educational system in 
medieval Islamic India and surveys the kinds of sources available for study of this branch of 
Euclidean scholarship. It examines several types of source documents important for the study 
of Euclidean thought in India and its ties to other branches of the medieval Euclidean tradition. 
The major types of sources described are: (1) Arabic and Persian translations, (2) Recensions 
of these translations, (3) Summaries of the Euclidean corpus, (4) Encyclopedic works that 
include descriptions of Euclidean geometry, and (5) Rhymed prose (manz. amat). © 1995 
Academic Press, Inc. 
Diese Abhandlung beschreibt die Bedeutung der Geometrie Euklids fur das Schulwesen 
des islamischen I dien im Mittelalter und gibt einen Oberblick fiber die far eine Untersuchung 
der euklidischen Tradition zur VerfOgung stehenden Quellen. Sie untersucht verschiedene 
Arten von Quellen, die fiir die Erforschung in Indien auftretenden uklidischen Gedanken- 
gutes und dessen Verbindung zu anderen Zweigen der mittelalterlichen uklidischen Tradition 
wichtig sind. Die Hauptarten der beschreibenen Quellen sind: (1) arabische und persiche 
Obersetzungen, (2)revidierte Ausgaben dieser Ubersetzungen, (3)Zusammenfassungen d s 
euklidischen Werkes, (4) enzyklop~idische Arbeiten, die Beschreibungen von Euklids Geome- 
tric beinhalten, und (5) gereimte Prosa. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
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Perhaps more people in the world have read something of Eucl id's Elements 
than any other science book. This classic systematization f geometry has had an 
immense impact on the intel lectual life of Medi terranean a d European civilizations. 
As a component  within the Arabic/ Is lamic intel lectual tradition, it was carried into 
India during the medieval period and flourished there. It was in this context hat 
the study of Eucl idean geometry, for the first t ime outside the European tradition, 
was incorporated into the formal educational  system and made an academic require- 
ment. In this paper, a brief analysis of both the cultural context hat prompted the 
inclusion of Eucl idean studies within the curr iculum of the Islamic community  and 
the effects of this "popular izat ion" on Islamic culture in medieval India precedes 
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a brief survey of the kinds of materials available for studying the broader develop- 
ment of Euclidean geometry within the context of the Islamic communities of India. 
TRANSFORMATION FROM INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH TO 
ACADEMIC REQUIREMENT 
When Islam came to India, it represented the culture of invaders. Even though 
increasing numbers of these invaders ettled in India and, in certain limited geo- 
graphic areas, came to challenge older indigenous groups, the adherents of Islam 
never formed amajority within the subcontinent asa whole. Thus, when we consider 
the Islamic community in India and its development of mathematics (including 
Euclidean geometry), we are looking at a minority action, not a majority or popu- 
lar movement. 
Education was (and still is) fundamental to the preservation f the Islamic ommu- 
nity. Since it took place within the confines of a society based on religious principles, 
the educational endeavor itself was informed by religious considerations. By the 
time the Indian Islamic community became stablished in the seventh century after 
the Hijrah under Sultan Shamsuddin Iltutmish (A.H. 607-633/A.D. 1211-1236), 
scholarly efforts in the Eastern parts of the Islamic empire (Iran, Afghanistan, 
Khorasan) often focused on the application of the rational sciences to religious 
belief. This rationalist outlook influenced the content of Islamic education i  India 
almost from its inception and became stronger as time passed [57]. 
Traditional Islamic education was typically divided into three stages [33, 34]. The 
primary stage usually took place either within the local mosque or in a school 
(maktab or kuttab) attached to the mosque [50, 25-33]. Here boys (and sometimes 
girls as well [cf. 7, 159ff.]) began their formal instruction by learning to recite the 
Qur'an. This was always done in Arabic, for that was the form in which the revelation 
of Allah had come to Muh.ammed. The ability to read and speak Arabic was 
important, of course, not only for religious reasons but also because at this time 
Arabic was an international language of literature and learning with an impressive 
tradition of intellectual development. During the primary stage of education, stu- 
dents also learned the rudiments of the Persian language because that was the 
official administrative language of the Islamic rulers in India [49, 89-90]. From time 
to time, depending on the interests of the teacher, the pupils might also be taught 
the principles of simple arithmetic. Students entered the secondary stage of educa- 
tion when they had sufficient grounding in the Arabic and Persian languages and 
a full enough knowledge of the Qur'fin. At this stage, which was usually provided 
in the Islamic madrasah, the emphasis fell on Arabic grammar (which was necessary 
for the complete understanding of the meaning of the religious tradition), on Islamic 
jurisprudence (fiqh), and on Islamic traditions (h. adfth) [44; 50, 34-56]. It was during 
this stage that other areas of study were sometimes introduced, epending on the 
training of the teacher and on the demands of the local community. However, these 
additional subjects were more or less supplemental to the educational endeavor 
[30, 426-431]. 
Most students stopped with this secondary level of education. It offered sufficient 
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training to prepare individuals for careers in religious organizations as well as for 
governmental service. There was, however, a possibility of advanced training for 
those who desired to master completely a specific branch of study. This more 
advanced training was almost always given on an individual basis by a recognized 
scholar, and there are many reports of students who traveled great distances to 
study with particular individuals [8, 13]. These three stages of education were quite 
standard across the Islamic world, from India to Andalusia. 
The content of the educational program, especially at the secondary stage, under- 
went several changes within the Indian Islamic community, however [40, 43-45]. 
In the initial period, the focus was primarily on religious topics, especially jurispru- 
dence. The standard instructional curriculum contained no works on logic, philoso- 
phy, or dialectical theology (kalam). Under Sultan Sikander b. Bahlul Lodhi (A.H. 
891-923/A.D. 1498-1517), however, there occurred an influx of refugee scholars 
from Multan and other areas to the north and west [24, 114]. These scholars brought 
a fascination with the "rational" sciences, and from this time logic, philosophy, 
and scholastic theology (kalam) began to infiltrate the curriculum of the higher 
educational institutions. Foreign (especially Iranian ShT'ite [19, 210]) specialists in 
the rational sciences (ma'qalat) continued their migration under the Mughal 
emperors from Babur (A.H. 932-937/A.D. 1526-1530) to Alamgir (A.H. 1067- 
l l l8/A.D. 1658-1707) [25, 191]. Beginning with the efforts of Mir Fat .hullah ShirazT 
(d. A.H. 996/A.D. 1588), this second period saw the "rational" subjects increasingly 
dominate the curriculum at the expense of the more traditional religious treatises 
[19, 212-213]. In particular, the study of h. adrth and the explication of religious 
revelation (tafsrr) declined. Shirfizi was reportedly the driving influence behind 
Emperor Akbar's firman or royal decree that every boy should study the rudiments 
of arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy [cf. 32, 147]. Despite this decree, however, 
the curriculum seems generally to have failed to include these subjects. 
The third period saw an attempt, led by Shah Waliullah Muh.addith of Delhi 
(A.H. 1114 or 1115-1175 or l176/A.D. 1703-1762), to reintroduce the study of 
h. adrth into the curriculum [19, 214-215]. His efforts failed, in part because Delhi 
was in a period of rapid decline. The main seat of Islamic culture had shifted to 
the region of Oudh. Moreover, at this time, the curriculum seems to have been 
organized in such a way that students could choose for themselves which subjects 
they wished to emphasize [8, 13]. Thus, even though Shah Waliullah did manage 
to get more instruction in such topics as h. adrth added to the curriculum, the impact 
on education was limited because many students decided to continue the emphasis 
on the "rational" subjects. In a sense, Shah Waliullah can be seen as a reactionary 
who wanted to turn back the clock and return to the "good old days" when the 
emphasis in education had been on religious subjects. In another sense, perhaps 
his efforts can be seen as a desperate, and ultimately unsuccessful, attempt o 
revitalize the rapidly declining heartland of Islamic India. 
The fourth (and final) stage in the development of traditional Islamic education 
in India was essentially contemporaneous with the third stage. Its driving personality 
was Sheikh (or Mulla) Nizamuddin b. Qut.buddin al-Sih~lwi (d. A.H. ll61/A.D. 
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1748), whose family was prominent in Farangi Mahal in the region of Oudh [19, 
215]. His reformed syllabus removed much of the religious literature that Shah 
Waliullah had reintroduced and replaced it with additional works on logic and the 
rational sciences. What was left of such religious topics as fiqh was treated more 
as a guide for ritualistic and ceremonial social action than as a religious legal duty 
[38, 408]. It was this syllabus that, for the first time, mandated the study of Euclid, 
in the form of the commentary on Book I composed by Mir Muh.ammed Barkat 
[38, 407-408; 11]. This so-called Dars-i-Nizaml curriculum has, with some minor 
modifications, held sway in the traditional educational establishments of Islamic 
groups in India until the present day. Its influence has been blunted, however, by 
the introduction of European education into India during the colonial period, 
and especially after 1866, when English was mandated as the official language of 
government business throughout India [37, 173-175]. 
Thus, although the introduction of mathematical studies into the educational 
curriculum of the Indian Islamic community may appear to be an advance, it was 
actually symptomatic ofthe decline of Islamic learning. In fields such as mathematics 
and mathematical stronomy, Muslims had increasingly preferred to study in Hindu- 
dominated institutions where newer, Western ideas were taught [7, 154]. Incorporat- 
ing increased amounts of mathematical sciences into the curriculum of the Islamic 
madrasah might have been useful had the subjects proposed for study and the 
books read been of some practical use to society. They were, however, purely 
intellectual. Anyone interested in practical subjects (and by practical, I mean sub- 
jects that were useful for obtaining governmental ppointments) increasingly had 
to look to non-Muslim institutions of learning. Whereas in the earlier period of the 
Mughal Empire many Hindus seeking advancement and participation i the Mughal 
government had attended Muslim institutions in order to learn Persian, the official 
administrative language of the Empire [40, 41], after 1866 the Hindus and other 
non-Muslims availed themselves of the government-sponsored English-language 
schools which offered the new and more useful subjects. In the early years of the 
Empire, Islamic education aimed to prepare students either for positions of religious 
leadership or for governmental service under the Mughal emperors. With the decline 
of the Empire, however, these two aims were increasingly separated and met by 
different educational institutions. The very rapid decline of the Mughal Empire in 
the face of increased British political and economic interference spelled the end of 
Muslim dominance of the administrative system. When the British decreed that 
either the vernacular language or English should be used in administrative offices, 
the Muslims, who continued to study Arabic and Persian as a part of their cultural 
tradition, were soon edged out of major administrative roles and replaced by Hindus. 
The Dars-i-Niz~mi was one of the last efforts to revitalize the Islamic community 
from within. Unfortunately, the effort was stillborn, for the political and cultural 
power of the Empire was already dissipated. In this case, the entire academic 
endeavor became meaningless as the civilization that had grown up under the 
domination of the Muslim minority waned. 
This development came, however, only after several centuries of growth of the 
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Euclidean tradition in Islamic India. The tradition was transmitted to the Arabic/ 
Islamic world in the form of translations from the Greek. From this foundation 
grew several different forms of secondary literature which, although not totally 
unique to India, warrant further investigation before a full characterization f this 
Indian Euclidean tradition can be given. 
INTRODUCTION OF THE EUCLIDEAN TRADITION INTO THE 
ARABIC/ISLAMIC WORLD 
It was apparently in the form of the edition made by Theon of Alexandria that 
Euclid's Elements was introduced into the Arabic/Islamic world [22, 75-90; 39; 53, 
83-120]. Ibn al-NadTm's Fihrist records that the first Arabic translation was made 
by al- .Hajj~j ibn YQsuf ibn Ma.tar during the reign of Caliph H~rQn al-Rashid (A.H. 
170-193/A.D. 786-809 A.D.). Under HarQn's successor, Caliph al-Ma'mQn (A.H. 
198-218/A.D. 813-833), al- .Hajjaj made a new translation, which his contemporaries 
generally acknowledged to be better and more accurate than the first. The first 
Arabic version of al- .Hajjaj appears to be completely lost, whereas the second 
version purportedly exists as quotations in a unique and, unfortunately, incomplete 
manuscript of a commentary on Euclid by AbO al-'Abbas al-Fad.1 ibn H. atim 
al-Nayrizi (ft. late 3rd century A.H./9th century A.D.) [52; 53, 283-285] preserved 
in Leyden University Library. The text, which contains Books I-VI and a few lines 
from Book VII, has been edited and published with a Latin translation [43]. It has 
recently been argued, however, that these quotations do not represent a pristine 
al- .Hajjaj text but rather one that has been edited--apparently heavily--by al- 
Nayrizi [17, 15-16]. Moreover, supplementary evidence in the form of quotations 
from al- .Hajjaj in three manuscripts of Andalusian provenance seem to offer a quite 
different view of the al-H. ajjaj translation [17, 16-19; 12; 5]. This view is also 
consistent with the claim, found in two Arabic manuscripts (Copenhagen LXXXI 
and Istanbul, Fatih, 3439/1) of the Is.haq-Thabit translation tradition (see below 
for a discussion of this translation), that Books XI-XIII are the translation of al- 
H. ajjaj. At least hese stereometric books do not show any of the signs of al-NayrTzi's 
editing found in the Leyden manuscript. 
A third Arabic translation is attributed to Ish.aq ibn .Hunayn (d. A.H. 289/A.D. 
910 or 911) [54], son of the famous translator, .Hunayn ibn Is.haq [26; 10]. We do not 
know whether Ish. aq made his translation through an intermediate Syriac version, as 
his father so often did in making his own translations [cf. 4], or if he translated 
directly from a Greek version. Some Syriac fragments from Book I still exist, but 
their relation to the Arabic tradition remains unclear [20; 3; 6, 18-19]. 
The original translation of Ish.aq seems to be as inaccessible as the translations 
of al- .Hajjaj because all the surviving manuscript remains derive from a version of 
Ish.aq's translation edited by Thabit ibn Qurra (A.H. 221-288/A.D. 836-901) [51; 
53, 264-272]. The precise nature of Thabit's contributions i not clear, although 
the explicit comments that bear his name are all of a merely editorial nature [17, 20- 
39]. Recent studies have also shown that two distinctly different extual traditions, 
distinguished by differences in terminology and rearranged orders of definitions 
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and propositions [17; 9], exist from Book V to Book IX within the Ish.aq-Thabit 
translation. The significance of this split within the tradition is still unclear. 
TRANSLATIONS OF EUCLID AND THE FOUNDATION OF THE 
EUCLIDEAN TRADITION IN ISLAMIC INDIA 
The Euclidean tradition developed in India based on the Is.h~q-Th~bit transla- 
tion. At least wo Arabic manuscripts of this translation attest o this fact. The first, 
manuscript 'Arshi 200, a complete manuscript of the Elements, is still located in 
the Ri.da Library, Rampur. The manuscript was copied in a typically South Asian 
ta'lrq, but is undated so that we cannot know how closely it is connected temporally 
to the first introduction of Euclid into India. A second, incomplete, Ish. ~q-Th~bit 
manuscript, now in the Otago University Library, Dunedin, New Zealand, contains 
only Books I-II I  (lacking the first folio or two). It appears to have come at some 
point from India (although it may have originated farther West, since it was copied 
out in a more typically Middle Eastern naskhi hand). In addition, Rahman, in his 
recent study of manuscript sources for the history of sciences in traditional Indian 
society, under the entry "AbO'l- .Hasan S.fibit b. Qurrah a.s-S.~bT" [48, 386], cites 
another Arabic manuscript, now in the Cambridge University Library (Browne 
add. 9. 1075), as a translation of Euclid. A study of the photostats ofthis manuscript 
reveals that it is, indeed, another manuscript of the Ish.aq-Th~bit translation, al- 
though it does not suggest any compelling reason to associate it with India. 
Meanwhile, the mathematician-astronomer, Qu.tb al-DTn al-ShirfizT (A.H. 
634-710/A.D. 1236 or 1237-1311) [41], has sometimes been credited with produc- 
tion of a Persian translation of the Elements. This error apparently arises from the 
title of his treatise: Tarjumah-i Kitab-i Uqlrdis. This work is actually, however, a
translation of Na.sir al-DTn al-TosT's famous Tah. r~r [58, 1]. (For further discussion 
of al-TQsT's role in the Euclidean tradition, see below.) Rahman [48, 415] somewhat 
misleadingly describes this work as a commentary on Euclid. Finally, the Salar Jang 
Museum in Hyderabad isplays a Persian manuscript that is also identified as a 
translation of Euclid. Because the manuscript is part of a museum display, however, 
it is not available for study or microfilming, and the claim cannot be fully substanti- 
ated nor can its possible relation to the various Arabic translation versions be 
ascertained atthis time. 
Thus Arabic, and perhaps Persian, translations of Euclid were at some point 
introduced into the South Asian subcontinent and undoubtedly played a role in 
establishing Euclidean studies in India. These manuscripts indicate that the Euclid- 
ean tradition in medieval India was tied to the original work of Euclid primarily 
through the Is .haq-Thgbit Arabic version of the Greek. Persian translations, if they 
existed at all, were probably derived from the same source. It is surprising that 
Persian translations have played only a very secondary role in the Indian Euclidean 
tradition, given that the language of culture at the medieval Indian courts was 
generally Persian. (This is in contrast o the general situation. Khan [31, 118] 
has pointed out that the Persian scientific treatises produced in medieval India 
substantially outnumber original Arabic works.) 
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The translations of Euclid's classic were themselves the subject of learned com- 
mentaries. It is difficult o say much about he tradition of mathematical commentar- 
ies without a careful study of the manuscript evidence. There are numerous treatises 
entitled "Commentary" (Sharh. Uql~dis) listed in the registers of many Indian manu- 
script repositories. Some of these, on examination, are found to discuss various 
difficulties in the Euclidean texts; others turn out to be based on some later recension 
or reworking rather than on the Euclidean text itself. It was frequently in the 
context of such commentaries that novel approaches and new ideas first entered 
the Euclidean tradition. An extensive commentary literature of both types devel- 
oped within the Indian Euclidean tradition, and this tradition was enriched by the 
inclusion of commentaries composed and copied outside India but later imported 
for use there. In addition to revealing something of the internal makeup of the 
Indian Euclidean tradition, study of Indian commentaries may also help to reveal 
some of the connections between the Euclidean geometrical tradition and the 
continuing indigenous Sanskrit geometrical tradition that was being developed by 
Hindu scholars. Historians of mathematics have scarcely begun to tap the richness 
of this commentary tradition. 
RECENSIONS OF EUCLID IN ISLAMIC INDIA 
Although Arabic (and perhaps Persian) translations of Euclid apparently existed 
in medieval India, they were not the most influential formative element in the 
growth of the Indian Euclidean tradition. Of much greater importance was the 
Tah. r~r of Na.sTr al-DTn al-T•si (A.H. 599-672/A.D. 1201-1274) [42], a revision of 
the entire text of the Arabic Elements using much of the scholarly discussion of 
the Euclidean treatise that had taken place during the three centuries ince the first 
Arabic translations had been made. AI-T0sT's work exists in dozens of manuscripts in
collections from India to Morocco. It has also been frequently lithographed, includ- 
ing printings made in Calcutta (1824), Lucknow (1873-1874), and Delhi (1873-1874) 
[39, 453]. These printings, however, do not seem to have dramatically affected the 
availability of the treatise. Few of these printed versions eem to have found their 
way into Indian libraries, although many collections have more than one hand- 
copied manuscript of this influential treatise. By some oversight, Rahman has not 
included this treatise among the works of al-TQsi listed in his recent bibliography 
[48, 384-385]. 
A1-TQsI's work was originally composed in Arabic, but, as mentioned above, 
Qu.tb al-Din al-Shir~zT apparently produced a Persian translation. This Tah. rrr was 
later translated from Arabic into Sanskrit by Jagann~tha Samr~.t early in the 12th 
century A.H./18th century A.D. [45, 56-57; 46, 95]. 
Another Persian translation [58, 1] was prepared by AbO'l-Khayr Khayrallah ibn 
Lu.tfullah Muhandis (ft. 12th A.H./18th A.D. century), son of the outstanding Indian 
mathematician, Lut.fullah Muhandis ( l lth century A.H./17th century A.D.) AbQ'I- 
Khayr is best known historically as head of the Delhi Observatory (appointed A.H. 
ll30/A.D. 1718) during the reign of Emperor Mo.hammed Shah [58, 1; 27, 54-57]. 
Perhaps because his astronomical ctivities eem to have left a more lasting memo- 
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rial in the great Jai Singh Observatories of Delhi and Jaipur [29], his contribution 
to the Euclidean tradition has sometimes been overlooked [2, 307]. The existence 
of a number of manuscript copies in Indian libraries, however, testifies to the 
influence of this Persian version of Euclid [48, 386]. 
Because of its importance as a mathematical synthesis, it is certainly not unex- 
pected that there were several commentaries based on al-TosT's Tah. rrr. For example, 
H. asan ibn 'Abd al-Rah.man composed a H. ashiyya 'ala Tah. r~r al-Uql~dis. Rahman 
suggests that this Arabic commentary was composed outside the South Asian geo- 
graphical area, but a manuscript has been preserved in the Salar Jang Museum 
Library [48, 398]. The manuscript was copied in A.H. 1064/A.D. 1654, but we do 
not know the date of original composition. A second commentary, this time of Indian 
provenance, the Sharh. Tah. r~r Uqlrdis, was composed in Arabic by Muh. ammed ibn 
Abfi al-DTn 'Abd al-La.tTf QandaharT. This treatise apparently exists as a unique 
and now incomplete copy in the Oriental Manuscripts Research Library, Hyderabad. 
Rahman describes it as "a fairly old copy" [48, 408], although no date is suggested. 
The paucity of extant manuscript materials may imply that these commentaries did 
not enjoy great popularity or wide circulation. Neither of these commentaries are 
mentioned in Sezgin's tudy of the Arabic manuscript tradition. On the other hand, 
Sezgin [53, 113] mentions a Sharh. (commentary) by Muh.ammed 'Ali al-Kashmiri 
(dates unknown) which was printed in India in A.H. 1322 (A.D. 1904 or 1905) but 
which was not mentioned in Rahman's bibliography. 
We may also note two additional influential Arabic commentaries on al-TQsi's 
work. The first was composed by Mir Muh. ammed Hashim ibn Qasim al-H. ussayni 
(or al-'Alawi), who died A.H. 1061/A.D. 1651 in India [53, 113]. Rahman [48, 411] 
gives two entries based on alternate forms of the title, Sharh. Tah. rtr Uqlrdis and 
Sharh. Tah. rgr Us.al al-Handasah wa'l-H, isab, but it seems quite clear from the descrip- 
tions that these must refer to the same treatise. This commentary is very extensive 
and most manuscripts contain only a portion of the complete text, usually the 
sections relating to Books I-IX. One manuscript (Handlist no. 2033) in the Khoda 
Bakhsh Oriental Public Library contains only the commentary on Books I-IV. 
Only the Ri.da Library in Rampur possesses known copies of the comments on the 
last half of the treatise, Books X-XV. It appears that this work was well known, 
but most of the attention of the copyists (and, apparently, of their patrons as well, 
judging from the extant manuscript remains), focused on the conceptually easier, 
and more practical, earlier books of the Elements. The apparently extensive com- 
ments on irrational magnitudes seem to have been copied only infrequently. 
Of greater historical significance for the Indian tradition was the Sharh. Tah. rfr 
Us.al al-Handasah wa'l-H, isab composed by Maulawi Muh.ammed Barkat in A.H. 
1170 or l171/A.D. 1756. From the title, it seems quite clear that the work was 
based on al-TosT's great recension [53, 113]. Its importance and influence can be 
judged not only by the number of surviving manuscripts but also by the fact that 
this treatise was printed a number of times in India [48, 407]. The reason for 
the widespread popularity of this work is fairly clear. It was one of the required 
mathematical textbooks included in the curricular reform known as the Dars-i- 
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Nizami. (As mentioned above, this reform was implemented during the 12th century 
A.H./late 18th and early 19th centuries A.D. in most of the madrasahs of the Indian 
Muslim community [11; 8, 14-16; 38, 407-410]). It is unclear how extensively this 
commentary may have been used. Most manuscript copies (no printed versions 
have been examined for this study) contain only the commentary on Book I, which 
was all that was required in the Dars-i-Niz.ami. Rahman, however, notes that a 
copy in Mawlana Azad University Library (Aligarh) "contains the commentary on 
the entire original work" [48, 407]. It is also clear from an examination of the 
manuscripts of treatises used in mathematics education in the Dars-i-Niz.ami pro- 
gram that this Euclidean component was considerably less influential than the 
arithmetical treatise of Baha' al-Din al-'Amili (A.H. 953-1030/A.D. 1547-1621) 
[55, 12-13], entitled Khulas.at al-H. isab, which was also required. For one thing, 
there is no extensive tradition of supercommentaries on this geometrical treatise, 
while there are at least 20 different commentaries and supercommentaries in both 
Arabic and Persian on the Khulas.at al-H. isab still extant in Indian manuscript 
collections [48; 55, 17-20; 58, 11-14]. Moreover, the extant copies have almost no 
marginal annotations or other indications of usage, whereas there are extensive 
reader comments in many manuscripts of the Khulas.at al-H. isab. It appears, there- 
fore, that, although officially part of the Dars-i-Niz.ami educational program, in 
practice geometrical studies played an insignificant part in late medieval Indian 
madrasah education. Nevertheless, this commentary certainly deserves careful study 
and perhaps translation into English to reveal its historical significance. 
EXTRACTS OF THE ELEMENTS IN ISLAMIC INDIA 
A1-Tosi's Tah. r~r was undoubtedly the most influential version of Euclid within 
India as it was throughout the whole of Islamic culture. Another important feature 
of the Euclidean tradition in India was the production of collections of extracts 
from the Elements. The most notable, at least in the Indian tradition, was the Ashkal 
al-Ta'sts of Shams M-Din Mu.hammad ibn Ashraf al-H. ussayni al-Samarqandi (died 
late 7th century A.H./13th century A.D.). A1-Samarqandi was a younger contempo- 
rary of al-Tasi, but he apparently never visited al-TQsi's famous observatory at 
Maragha and so did not belong to that highly innovative research group [53, 114- 
115; 15]. A1-Samarqandi's work has generally been recognized as influential through- 
out the Arabic/Islamic ulture of the medieval period, but its contents have yet to 
receive a systematic modern analysis. This neglect is unfortunate because this brief 
treatise was both widely known and extensively used throughout the Arabic-read- 
ing world. 
The work presents the key definitions, postulates, and axioms of Book I, together 
with 35 propositions drawn mainly from Books I and II of the Elements. To date, 
the interest of most historians has focused on its discussion of Euclid's fifth (i.e., 
parallel ine) postulate [13]. (The ascription to al-Samarqandi of the "proof" of the 
parallel postulate included in this work has been challenged, and the author is now 
generally believed to have been Athir M-Din al-AbharT (d. A.H. 663/A.D. 1265) 
[59, 145-146; 28, 14].) The Arabic text has recently become available within an 
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edition of the influential commentary on the Ashkal al-Ta'sFs written by Q~d.i 
Zadeh al-RQmi [47], but the printer has not been consistent in using bold type 
to indicate the original text of the Ashkal. (An Arabic edition with English 
translation and analysis is in preparation by the present author.) As yet another 
indication of its continued popularity within the Islamic matrix, the Ashkal al- 
Ta'srs was lithographed in Istanbul in A.H. 1268 (A.D. 1851 or 1852) [53, 114]. 
Although Sezgin has mentioned several commentaries and supercommentaries 
on this treatise, he has not included any from the Indian branch of the 
Euclidean tradition. 
Rahman's bibliography lists a work entitled Ashkal al-Ta'srs under Na.sir al-Din 
al-Tosi [48, 334]. Suter [59], however, lists no work by aI-TQsT having this or a 
similar title. It seems unlikely that a hitherto unknown work by aI-TQsT would 
contain exactly the same number of propositions as does the treatise of the same 
title written by al-SamarqandT. Since Rahman does not include an entry for al- 
Samarqandi, it seems very possible that this entry under al-TQsi's name is the result 
of a misidentification of the treatise. 
The Ashkal al-Ta'srs was itself also influential in the medieval Indian tradition. 
Although Rahman [48, 384] lists only one Indian manuscript, he present author 
has found several more in Indian libraries. Moreover, Mah.mQd ibn Mu.hammad 
ibn Qiwam al-Qad.i al-WalishtanT (or al-Wasit.ani), more commonly known as 
Mah. mQd al-Harawi al-Hai'awT (fl. 9th century A.H./15th century A.D.), translated 
the treatise into Persian under the title Fawa'id-i Jamali [58, 7]. The availability 
of this Persian version might have been expected to increase the popularity and 
accessability of this collection, but this does not seem to have occurred, for Rahman 
lists only two manuscript copies, one still in India and one in the British Museum 
[48, 409]. 
The Ashkal al-Ta'sgs was not exceptionally popular in its original form--perhaps 
the terse presentation demanded too much effort from its readers. It was far more 
influential in the form of a commentary by .Salah. al-DTn MOsa ibn Muh.ammed, 
more commonly known to historians as Q~d.i Zadeh al-ROmi (d. ca. A.H. 840/ 
A.D. 1436), a leading mathematician d astronomer of his time [14]. Most of the 
extant manuscripts in India seem to be located in several Hyderabad libraries 
[48, 418]. 
The popularity of this commentary throughout the Islamic world can be judged 
from the number of supercommentaries mentioned by Sezgin [53, 115]. Additional 
supercommentaries appear to have been composed in India. Ghiyas, better known 
as Man.sOr (Rahman [48, 396] was unable to identify the author more precisely), 
composed a treatise ntitled Hall Sharh. Ashkal al-Ta'sgs. The manuscript, now in 
the Salar Jang Museum Library, is dated A.H. 1064 (A.D. 1654), which provides 
a terminus ante quem for the date of composition. Mufti Sharaf al-Din al-RampOri, 
writing in the first half of the 19th century, composed a Persian work with a similar 
title, Hall al-Ashkal. A copy exists in the Ri.da Library, Rampur, but nothing is 
known of its contents [48, 411]. An earlier Persian work, by Muh.ammed Zaman 
Fayyad ibn Muh.ammed S.adiq al-Anbalaji (or al-Anbalawi) al-Dehlawi (ft. early 
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12th century A.H./late 17th-early 18th century A.D.) [58, 12], entitled Tah. rtr al- 
Ashkal li-H. all Sharh. Ashkal al-Ta's~s li-T. asr, is also described by Rahman [48, 408] 
as a supercommentary on the commentary by al-Tosi. This work merits examination 
because al-Tflsi does not appear to have written a commentary on the Ashkal al- 
Ta'srs. There is, finally, an Arabic supercommentary b  Mu.hammed ibn .Husayn 
al-'A.t.tar (fl. ca. A.H. 1208-1220/A.D. 1795-1805). Entitled H. ashiyya Sharh. 
Ashkal al-Ta'srs, it was apparently produced in the Middle East (Damascus?), but 
later found its way into India, for a copy now exists in the Khoda Bakhsh Oriental 
Public Library [48, 406]. These late commentaries are not listed by Sezgin. 
The Ashkal al-Ta'srs was one of the most influential works containing extracts 
of the Elements to appear in the Islamic world, as well as in medieval India. Other 
collections of extracts exist in various Indian libraries as well. For example, AbO 
Sa'id A.hmed ibn Mu.hammed ibn 'Abd al-Jalil (al-Sijz0 [16] wrote a treatise 
containing demonstrations of selected propositions of Euclid [53, 333-334]. Al- 
though al-Sijzi was active, apparently, in the area now known as Iran, a manuscript 
of his work is held in the India Office Library [48, 387], indicating that his work 
may not have been totally unknown in India. Its influence, however, does not seem 
to have been extensive. 
Indian collections also contain several extracts in Persian. For example, Rahman 
mentions an anonymous treatise, Muntakhab-i UqlMis, now located in the Oriental 
Manuscripts Research Library, Hyderabad, without providing any information on 
its contents [48, 412]. Only an examination of the treatise will reveal whether it is 
related to the Persian treatise of Muh.ammad 'Abid, Muntakhab Kitab-i UqIMis-i 
Ibn-i Stna, which is also held in the collections of the Oriental Manuscripts Research 
Library [48, 412]. 
Finally, there are "notes" on Euclid, apparently composed by Ibn Sin~ [1] and 
later edited by his pupil, Aba al-Wa.hid al-Jurjfini [58, 3], in some 20 folios. The 
exquisitely produced manuscript now in the Curzon Collection of the Asiatic Society 
Library has, unfortunately, been exposed to water damage and is nearly unusable. 
It is not known whether other libraries possess any additional copies of this treatise, 
nor can any conjecture about its relation to the previous treatise be hazarded prior 
to careful study of both. 
EUCLID AND THE ENCYCLOPEDIC TRADITION IN ISLAMIC INDIA 
The mention of Ibn Sin~ also serves as a reminder of another very influential 
yet frequently ignored part of the Arabic/Islamic Euclidean tradition as a whole: 
encyclopedic works. His Kitab al-Shifd was one of the earliest encyclopedic works 
to appear in Arabic. A philosophic encyclopedia, it contains four parts: logic, physics, 
mathematics, and astronomy. The mathematical section includes a condensed ver- 
sion of the Elements including all the postulates, definitions, and propositions. 
Despite its conciseness, the work is still lengthy, and therefore it is not surprising that 
few manuscript copies were made. Nevertheless, Rahman lists three manuscripts still 
extant in India and three more that apparently derive from the Indian arena but 
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are now located in various British libraries. Moreover, the treatise was lithographed 
in Teheran (A.H. 1302/A.D. 1885), and this late printing may also have had some 
influence in India [48, 599]. The Arabic text of these Euclidean materials has been 
edited and published [23] as one volume in a complete dition of the Kitab al- 
Shifa. Not much scholarly attention has been devoted to this treatise, but the 
mathematics has been partially analyzed by Lokotsch [35]. One recent study 
suggests that Ibn Sin~'s work may have some connection to the al-.Hajj~j 
translations of Euclid [9, 153]. Ibn Sin~ himself prepared a summary of the 
Ship, entitled Kitab al-Nijat, of which there is also at least one copy in India 
[48, 599]. Further study is needed to show how this shorter treatise deals with 
the Euclidean materials. 
Since the time of Ibn Sina, there have been many additional encyclopedic works 
composed both in Arabic and in Persian. Some contain discussions of mathematics 
in general and some even include specific sections devoted to geometry. Rahman, 
in fact, lists 13 encyclopedic collections that he describes as having some geometrical 
content, and still others await analysis. The geometry included in these encyclope- 
dias, however, is not always that of Euclid. For example, the second of the 52 
treatises in the Rasa'il Ikhwan al-S. afa' [36], which was composed at about the 
same time as Ibn Sin~ was preparing his summary of Euclid, contains an extensive 
introduction to geometry, but not along purely Euclidean lines. The origins of this 
un-Euclidean geometry perhaps lie in the mathematics of the Greek neo-Platonists 
[53, 348-352]. The Rasa'il, too, has long been very popular throughout the Arab 
world as well as in India--it was printed in Bombay in A.H. 1303-1305 (A.D. 
1885-1888) [48, 604-605]. 
Rahman's notes do not usually distinguish between Euclidean and un-Euclidean 
treatments of geometry. Therefore, encyclopedic treatises described as containing 
geometry require additional study to determine whether or not they contain Euclid- 
ean materials. It seems likely from preliminary analyses, however, that several 
treatises do contain material drawn from or related to the Elements. For example, 
the Persian treatise, Durrat al-Taj, which, although composed by Qu.tb al-Din al- 
Shirazi in 6th century A.H./13th century A.D. Iran, continued to be popular in 
India until well into the 19th century A.D., as evidenced by the numbers of surviving 
manuscripts [48, 610]. It devotes about 50 folios to what appears to be a Euclidean 
approach to geometry. The Jami' Bahadir Khan, another Persian treatise, devotes 
nearly 100 folios to geometry developed in a Euclidean fashion [58, 20]. Further 
study will be needed in order to know how these treatises fit into the Euclidean 
tradition in India. In the same vein, the Nafa'is al-Funan fi 'ArE'is al-Uyan was 
composed in Persian by Mu.hammed ibn Mah. m0d al-'AmOli (fl. 7th century A.H./ 
13th century A.D.) in Iraq, but a number of manuscripts still survive in India [48, 
606]. The geometrical segment, which occupies ome 10-20 folios within the entire 
book, seems to be a summary of the definitions and propositions of Book I of the 
Elements. The entire treatise is very large, and many of the surviving copies are 
incomplete or contain only selected sections or extracts. 
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RHYMED PROSE AND THE EUCLIDEAN TRADITION IN 
ISLAMIC INDIA 
A final, although apparently quite limited, part of the Euclidean tradition was 
the production of materials in rhymed prose (manz. amat). These rhymed outlines 
were apparently popular as aids to student memorization of academic materials. 
They were widely produced in many parts of the Islamic world and usually deal 
with practical topics ranging from grammar to religious law. Those concerned 
specifically with mathematical topics summarize calculating techniques, area mea- 
surement methods, and use of astronomical instruments, in addition to other topics. 
These treatises, along with the encyclopedias, have often been ignored by historians 
of mathematics because they rarely represent exciting advances inconceptual under- 
standing. Instead, they serve as a barometer ofthe state of mathematical knowledge 
in various places. In his recent survey of mathematical treatises in this genre, 
Shawqi [56] lists more than 20 titles. Most are devoted either to arithmetical or to 
astronomical/astrological calculations, but several deal with mensuration ('ilm al- 
misah, ah) or practical geometry. The tradition seems to play an especially limited 
role in the Indian subcontinent, but Rahman does note one manuscript entitled 
Tah.~f-i Uqlgdis Mangam [48, 423]. Until the manuscript has been studied and its 
contents described more fully, we can do little more than speculate about its relation 
to the Indian Euclidean tradition. 
CONCLUSION 
The Euclidean tradition in the Arabic/Islamic world was both rich in content 
and varied in its form of expression. The Indian branch of this tradition contains 
the same types of literature found in other geographic areas. Several differences 
exist, however. In India, commentaries were more likely to be composed based on 
the recension of Na.sir al-DTn al-TQsi than on the original versions of Euclid. (In 
part, this probably reflects the lateness of the tradition, since a similar phenomenon 
occurs in later periods of other branches of the Euclidean tradition in the Arabic/ 
Islamic context.) In addition, the production of supercommentaries also appears 
to have developed more extensively in this late branch of the medieval Euclidean 
tradition. Whether such supercommentaries r present intellectual stagnation can 
only remain aspeculation until detailed studies of the contents of these texts become 
available. Furthermore, ncyclopedias produced in India seem more likely to contain 
mathematical sections (including eometry) and so to play a more important role 
in the Euclidean tradition here than elsewhere in the Arabic/Islamic world. Their 
relation to other components of this branch of the Euclidean tradition awaits 
clarification as well. 
Another unusual feature of this tradition is the predominant and persistent use 
of the Arabic language. In a culture whose official court language was Persian, one 
might well have expected that the majority of mathematical treatises composed in 
this branch of the Euclidean tradition would be in Persian, but this was not the 
case. The continued use of Arabic for most commentaries and supercommentaries 
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might be merely traditional, or it might indicate that the Euclidean mathematical 
tradition was never fully integrated into the cultural matrix of Indian Islam. Only 
the encyclopedic part of the tradition saw extensive use of the Persian language. 
Since these generally aimed at non-specialists, they may represent our most reliable 
indicator of how far Euclidean mathematics actually penetrated into the culture of 
medieval Indian Islamic communities. 
This study has focused on the external features of this branch of the Euclidean 
tradition. This Indian branch appeared later than most other parts of medieval 
Euclidean studies and continued to be developed and articulated considerably later 
than in other geographic areas of the Arabic/Islamic world. In part, at least, this 
longevity stems from the integration of the Euclidean tradition with the Dars-i- 
Niz~mi educational curriculum. Much additional study will be necessary in order 
to assess completely the internal creativity of this part of the Euclidean tradition 
and its connections to other branches of Euclidean studies. Its relations with the 
indigenous Sanskrit tradition of geometrical studies will also remain obscure until 
additional Sanskrit texts become available in European languages. Despite the 
cloudiness of some details, however, this branch of the Euclidean tradition offers 
an instructive case-study of the interaction between mathematics and its cultural 
milieu. It indicates that the vitality of an intellectual tradition is intimately connected 
to support and encouragement received from the general culture in which that 
tradition appears, even though that support may have little to do with the intellectual 
content of the tradition. 
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